
P A wd&kwwn prxrblem with PROLOG-style interpreters that perform goal 
c 

scdmban is the possibiity of enteting an infinite recursion, due to a 
subgoal being %ssentially the same* as one of its ancestors. This is 
inf’ catled a “loop”. We describe the tortoiseand-hare technique for 
&azting such loops. This technique has low overhead: a constant amount 
of time and space per goal reduction step. Therefore it should be practical 
to iacotporate into high-performance interpmters. We discuss the special 

. 
c+ims&dons needed for correct implementation in an interpreter that uses 
tail-m optimization. The issue of what to do when a loop or 
potential loop has been detected has been investigated elsewhere. We review 
these resnlts, and con&de that loop detection is probably more useful as a 
debugging tool than as an extension to the power of the language. Q 

1. GOAIAEDUCIION INTERPREI’ERS 

Conventional PROLOG interpreters work by goal reduction, as described in [2] and 
elsewhere. We shall sketch only the basic ideas here. Two important data structures 
maintained by the interpreter are the gal slack and goal list. Essentially the goal 
list contains p&xg go&, those whose solution is needed but not begun. The goal 
stack contains open goah, those whose solution is underway, and ched goals, which 
are solved. The current subgoaf is the goal at the top of the goal stack, which is also 
the goal at the front of the goal list. We shall adopt a diagrammatic representation 
that makes the r4ationships visible without showing irrelevant implementation 
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details. in our diagrams the goa! stack is the leftmost column, and it grows upward_ 
A “layer” is a~&stcd with each kvel in the stack; it includes the stack goal at that 
Inizi, and possibly additional goals in cohunns to the right. A closed (solved) goal 
has nothing e&e in its layer_ An open goal has additional goals in its layer; they 
oocupy cdumns to the right of the stack, and are terminati with the “empty goal’ 
marker [ 1. (Possibly [J is the only additional gd in the layer.) The goal list is 
obta,ined by reading the goals top to bottom, left, to right, omitting those buried in 
the StadL We illustrate with an example. 

mpk Z-1. Suppose the interpreter is processing the logic program PI with 
rules 

Rl: p(x,Y):-a(X,~),pf~,Y). 
R2: p(X,Y):-a(X,Y). 

lt3: t(X,Y):-p(X,U),b(U,Y). 

R4: afl,t). 

R5: a(2,Q. 

followed by various other ground facts for a(X, Y) and b( X, Y). Symbols begin- 
ning with capital letters are variables, and “ :-” is read as “if”. When given the top 
level goal, t( X, 5), after several steps the state of the computation is represented by 
thediagramiuFigure1. 

This is a snapshot after four goal-reduction steps, using rules R3, Rl, R4, and Rl 
again. In this picture, the goal list is 

a@, V,), p(v4, &), b(U,,5) 
The cwrent subgoal is the goal at the top of the stack and at the front of the list, 
~(2, Vs) in this case. The goal a(l,2) at level 2 is closed; the other stack goals are 

Briefly, a conventional PROLOG interpreter’s next action when a new current 
subgoal is created is to find the first rule of the program whose head unifies with the 
current subgoal, the rule initially has all fresh variables. This rule’s head is then 
unified with current subgoaL The unifying substitution applies to the rule’s sub- 
goals, the goal stack, and the goal list as well. The rule’s subgoals then make up a 
new “layer” at the top of the diagram, as shown in Figure 2, where the first goal 
reduction uses rule Rl and the second uses R4. 

Whenthe current subgoal is [ 1, this signifies that the goal immediately under it in 
the stack has succeeded, or been solved. In this case, the interpreter’s action is 
illustrated in Figure 3. 



FK;LBI(E3, Action on fdvffd god a&2). 

wbeaw,Nkhclsdunifieswiththe~tsubg~tbatgoalissaidtohave 
&fi& the inteqretm backtrac&s to the state just prior to the previous goal 

. 
mdmtma. AU u&cations done in that goal reduction are backed out. The “new” 
cunmt s&goal is actual& an old one that is now on top of the goal stack again. The 
~~~~~wiutryonlyrulesrhatarelaterintheprogramthantherulejust 
backedout. 

2 THE LOOPING PltOBLEM 

If we contizwe Emmple 1.1, the stack diagram evolves into Figure 4. It is evident 
that the iuteqmfer is in an unproductive loop. It will~continue to use rule Rl and 
grow the stack until it is extemaIly aborted, usuaUy by running out of space. 

To avoid this behavior, the interpreter needs to “notice” when the new current 
subgoat is “essentially the same” as oue already in the goal stack. We postpone a 
z_*zn of this term. (Note that goals in the goal list are not relevant to 

In this exampIe the stack wiIl repeat itself every four levels. However, the period 

could be much larger, depending on the data in a. Thus, in general, the interpreter 
would have to look arbitrarily deep into the stack in order to detect potential loops. 

Another kind of problem behavior, which is not addressed in this paper, occurs 
when the interpreter repeatedly selects the same rule but with Merent (growing) 

6 a v,) P(4.W I1 
5 PaI/,) 11 
4 al) 
3 Jaw [I 
2 a&2) 
1 P(l*Y) Nc1,*5) 11 
0 d.5) II FIGURE 4. A looping computation. 
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arguments. For example, a rule like 

rt( x, Y) :- It(s( x), Y). 

with X and Y instantiated could generate a series of goals 

rt( x, Y) =, Iz(s( x), Y) * zr(s(s( x)), Y) * --- 

which might or might not terminate, depending on the bindings. (See [4] for related 
examples and further discussion.) For our purposes, this is not considered a loop. 

Although the examples we include have no function symbols for simplicity, the 
technique we shall present works equally well on programs with function symbols. 

3. THE TORTOISEAND-HARE TECHNIQUE 

The goal stack routinely grows to a considerable height in PROLOG. Hence it 
would be very burdensome to check every stack entry against the new current 
subgoal after each goal reduction. The tortoise-and-hare technique is a simple 
scheme to avoid this problem. The idea comes from Rnuth [3] (see Exercise 3.1.6b), 
who credits it to R W. Floyd; the author first heard about it in a talk by Andrei 
Broder on an entirely unrelated problem. 

The technique relies on the fact that a PROLOG’interpreter will always handle 
variants of a given goal in exactly the same way (up to renaming variables). That is, 
it will always try clauses in the same order, and always reduce subgoals within a 
clause in the same order. Therefore, when it is in a loop as we have defined it, its 
behavior is perfectly periodic. This assumption could be violated if the problem had 
side effects, such as wert and retract, or even red, as shown in Example 4.2, later. 

The tortoise-and-hare technique applied to PROLOG interpreters works by 
labeling alternate stack building steps hops and walks, beginning with a hop. We 
visualize the hare and tortoise moving up the goal stack as it is formed. The hare 
moves on both hopping and walking steps, and so stays at the top of the stack. The 
tortoise only moves on a walking step, and so is always about in the middle of the 
stack. After each step, the tortoise and hare compare their respective stack elements. 
If they are “essentially the same”, a loop is detected. 

To see why this works, assume the interpreter is in an infinite loop Jvith cycle 
length k. That is, every new current subgoal is “essentially the same” as the one k 
deep in the stack. Eventually, the tortoise gets into the cyclic portion of the stack. 
Since the distance between the hare and the tortoise increases by one every two 
steps, at some later time, their distance is a multiple of k. At that time, they will 
compare subgoals that are “essentially the same”, provided our definition of this 
property is transitive. 

Example 3.2. In this example, two goals are “essentially the same” if they are 
variants of each other. Suppose the interpreter is processing the logic program P2 
with rules 

Rl: p(X,Y):-q(X,U),p(u,Y). 
R2: p(X,Y):-a(X,Y). 

R3: r(X,Y):-p(X,U),b(U,Y). 

R4: q(X,Y):-r(X,Y). 



fdlorrwedbyvariousgroundf~fora(X,Y)andb(X,~).ThetoplcvelI4aalis 
4 X6). After f- goal reductions the goal stack and goal list art as shown in 
Fiile 5. 

Altbaugbp(X,U,)~avariantofp(X,LI,)intbestack,theinrerpretcrcEoesnot 
“notice”,becausetheWrtoiseisnotthem.However, the next step is a “hop”. After 
i~tneharewillbe~atq(X,U,Xthefcrtoisewillstillbeatq(X,U,?,andthe 
IoopwillbedeteWd. 

To complete the description of the technique, we nezd to specify what to do when 
a goal fails. Essentially we just undo the tortoise and hare motions. Thus whenever a 
layer created by a “hop” is removed, only the hare moves down; whenever a layer 
ereatedbya”wallr”isremavad,boththe~~aadharemovedown.Atoggle 
canbemaintainedbytheinterpreterto~whichtypeofstepcreatedtbe 
arrreattoplayer.laotberwotds,“walk”isassociatedwithevglstackheight,and 
“hop” with odd_ Special cousiderations for tail-recursion optimization are covered 
later. 

4. USE OF LOOP D-ON 

Since going into loops seems to be one of the w they do best, there have been 
vtious proposals to modify PROLOG interpreters one way or another to detect 
loops and automatically recover. However, it has been shown that trying to 
automatically recover and maintain completeness of solutions is -tially futile_ 
even in the absence of function symbols [1,51, and the presence of functions can 
only make matters worse. DefiGng ‘essentially the same” to mean “variant”, as we 

did in the previous example, catches many loops in practice, but the problem is that 

failing the new goal may cause correct solutions to be missed. 

Example 4.1. suppoSe in Example 3.1 that the following facts were given for a 
and b: 

a(O,U w, 2) 
42,3 W&4) 
45,6) WA 

The top level goal is 1(x,6). After 5 goal reductions the loop is detected by the 
tortoise and hare. The current subgoal q( X, U,,) is a variant of q( X, U,) in the stack. 
However, if the goal q( X, U’) is failed, the solution r(O,6) will never be found 

Apr~sometimesseenistocheckwhetbertheNleabouttobeusedon 
q( X, U,) is the same as was used on its earlier varian& q( X, U,); the goal is failed 
o~ifthesameruleistobeused.Thisextradegreeofcautiondoesnotsaveus, 
either. 
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But of course sohttion r(O,6) will not be found if the interpreter is left to 
continue in the unproductive loop, either- Iherefore the best oourse of a&on here is 
for the interpreter to give debugging controi to the user, and to let the user analyze 
ihe problem. 

IIMining “essentially the same- to mean -exaet.ly the same- results in many loops 
not getting caught; however, those that are caught apparently cut be failed without 
losing any correct solutions. For any possible solution to the failed goal will be 
equally applieabie to the goal in the stack that is the same as it [5]. But even here, 
we need a qtalifieation: failing the repeated goal is safe only if the program is free 
of side effects. 

Exampk 4.2. Silently failing even a repeated ground subgoal woufd be incorrect 
on the PROLOG program Ps given by 

P(F) :- see(F), W(I), s(I,o), seen. 

s(end_of_fde, N) :-write(N), nl. 

s(l,N):-MisN+I,read(J),s(J,M). 

The interpreter makes a stack of ground subgoals of the form s(l, N), where I is a 
integer just read from the tie F, and N is the partial sum. Reading several zeros in a 
row causes apparently repeated subgoals. (A mixture of positive and negative 
numbers in the input can cause repeated subgoals also.) However, the state of the 
computation is actually changing due to the input file being consumed. This side 
effect is not reflected in the goal stack. 

As these examples show, it is not safe for a general purpose interpreter to take 
any action on its own initiative when it detects a loop. A complicated system of user 
options is probably not eumomieahy justified. Yet loop detection is easy to add to 
the interpreter, and hard (or at least expensive) for the user to simulate. Based on 
these considerations, an implementation along the following lines looks like a 
reasonable compromise: 

The default mode for the interpreter is checkZoups(2). In this mode, when a 
subgoal is detected to be a variant of one in the stack, the debugger is entered. 

Another mode for the interpreter is checkloops(1). In this mode, when a subgoal 
is detected to be identical to one in the stack, the debugger is entered. 

The third mode for the interpreter is chec&ops(O). In this mode the tortoise and 
hare positions are kept up to date, but their subgoals are not automatically 
compared. 

The predicate checkloops(l, P) causes mode I to be entered, and un%es P with 
the previous mode. 

A built-in predicate tortoise(N) compares the “tortoise subgoal” with the top 
goal in the stack (other than torfoise itself, of course), and unifies N with 1 if 
they are identical, with 2 if they are variants, and with 3 otherwise. 

Ibis scheme allows the user to write a routine to handle repeated goals, or let the 
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intwpreter do it, cr skip it all together. However, caution is still necessary in 
environments where all solutions are sought, such as with setof, bugof, and jirldail. 

Exmnple 4-L We are given a set of facts about a network in the form n(X) and 
a(X, Y), meaning “X is a node” and “X has an arc to Y l ‘, respectively_ We want a 
procedurep(X,Ys)thatmeans”YsisalistofallnodesYsuchthat Xhasapath 
of one or more arcs to Y “. in short, for each X, YS is its reachability set, possibly 
with duplicates. We would like to use firsdol, but the problem is that infmite 
recursions can occur. A tempting (but faulty) solution using the tortoise feature is 
P,: 

p(x Ys) -, n(x), checMoops(o, L), fmdau( Y, s( X, Y). Ys), cwdoops( L,O). 

s(X, Y) :- a( X, Y)_ 

s( X, Y) :- torto&e(3), a( X, U), s( U, Y). 

The hope is that tortoise(3) will fail often enough to break infinite :oops. 
However, certain not so pathological conggurations will cause p not to terminate. 

Here is a simple example of one: 

a(& 2) a(2,l) 
a(& 3) a(% 1) 
a(2,3) a(% 2) 

5. ADAPI’ING FOR TALRFXXJRS~ON OPTIMIZATION 

Tail-recursion optimization (TRO) is a space saving technique that a&ws a %&goal 
to be removed from the stack while it is still open, *mdder the 5&t conditions. 
Briefly, the umditions are: 

(1) it is the last subgoal on its “ievel”; 

(2) it has just undergone goal reduction using its last possible rule. 

When these conditions hold, the subgoal is removed and the level above drops into 
its place. Because of the second condition, and the possibility that a new rule for the 
subgoal might be asserted on the fly in an interpreted environment, TRO is 
normally only applied to compiled procedures_ 

iExample 5.1. Suppose the interpreter is processing the logic program P5 with 

rules 

Rl: p(X, Y):-a(X, Y)_ 
R2: P(xyN-pvJJM~,n. 
R3: r(X, Y):-p(X,U), b(U_ Y). 

R4: a(l,2). 
R5: a(2,l). 
R6: a(2,3). 
Rl: a(3,4). 
R8: b(4,5). 

When given the top-level goal r(X,5), after some goal reductions and backtracks, 
the goal stack and gwl lisz develop as shown on the left in Figure 6. 

The stack goal p(2, U,) at level 4 has no goals to the right on its level. It has just 
been reduced using its last rule. R2. so no further backtracking of it is Dossible. 
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41.2) 
P&2) 
P(l.U,) 
41.5) 

PG. u, 1 

41.2) 
p(1.2) 
P&U,) 
r(1.5) L- b(u,.% il 

11 

FIGURE 4 The TRO traasformation. 

Therefore TRO can “squash” it out of the stack as shown on the right, thereby 
&&iming its space. 

Tbe problem of combiig the tortoise-and-hare technique with TRO is obvious: 
the goal that demonstrates the loop might have been “squashed out” by TRO before 
the tortoise got to it_ A major benefit of TRO is that it enables the same stack frame 
to be reused arbitrarily often during a recursive descent. On the other side of the 
coin, TRO makes it possible for PROLOG to go into a hard loop-one that does 
not even terminate by running out of stack space. Therefore, having a loop-detec- 
tion mechanism in a TRO environment can pay even larger dividends. 

We shall just sketch a solution to the problem of making the tortoise-and-hare 
compatible with TRO, and leave the messy details to interested implementers. The 
basic idea is for TRO to work by squashing three stack frames into two, instead of 
two into one. A cycle-length field L is maintained and initialized at 2. Steps that 
would add to the stack are counted through a cycle. Dting a cycle the top frame is 
squashed into the middle one, and the lower frame of the three is left intact. At the 
end of a cycle, the middle frame is squashed into the lower one, the top frame is 
squashed into the middle one, and the value of the cycle length L is incremented by 
1. The tortoise always remains at least one level below the hare. 

Thus if TRO has the recursion trapped in a set of three frames, eventually the 
tortoise will sit at the lower one and the hare at the middle one. (The upper one is 
essentially just a buffer.) But the “distance” in terms of goal reductions between 
them keeps cycling from 1 to L for increasin gly large values of L. If the recursion is 
in a loop of length k, eventually L 2 k, and the loop is detected. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a method of recursive loop detection that can be implemented 
with low overhead in a conventional PROLOG interpreter. We have sketched how 
l m make it compatible with TRO. We have argued that the main use of loop 
detection is as a debugging tool, somewhat analogous to su&cript checking in other 
IangJlages. 
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